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ERRATA
Rosen & Goldkamp, The Constitutionality of Drug Testing at the Bail
Stage, 80 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 114 (1989).
APOLOGY
On behalf of the 1988-89 Editorial Board, the Journal of Crimi-
nal Law and Criminology would like to apologize for publishing a
version of The Constitutionality of Drug Testing at the Bail Stage, au-
thored by Cathryn Jo Rosen and John S. Goldkamp, that contained
numerous technical errors. The 1988-89 Editorial Board accepts re-
sponsibility for these errors: review of the final proof of the article
fell below the Journal's high publication standards. The Journal
hopes that the following errata, used in conjunction with the pub-





* Second paragraph should read: "While this Article was
in press, the Supreme Court decided National Treasury
Employees Union v. Von Raab, 109 S. Ct. 1384 (1989),
Skinner v. Railway Labor Executives' Ass'n, 109 S. Ct.
1402 (1989), and Jenkins v. Jones, 109 S. Ct. 1633
(1989).
5 Cross reference to notes 132-38 should be to notes 155-
61.
19 First sentence: statutory citation should be to
§ 3142(f)(1)(c).
35 Cross reference should be to note 7.
36 First line: insert "Belenko & Mara," after "include."
51 Seventh line, fifth word: delete "because."
51 Fourteenth line: insert "importance of the" immediately
prior to the words "government interest"; change
"clear" to "closer."
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51 Cross reference to notes 173-75 should be to notes 173-
225.
59 Cross reference to notes 59-61 should be to notes 77-79.
62 Delete "cert. denied, 109 S. Ct. 1637 (1989)" after the cite
to the Fifth Circuit decision in Von Raab.
63 Cross reference to notes 125-26 should be to notes 225-
26.
69 First line: citation to Lovvorn should be 846 F.2d 1539,
1542 (6th Cir. 1988).
70 Cross reference to notes 126-28 should be to notes 149-
51.
71 Cross reference to notes 126-31 should be to notes 149-
54.
78 Second paragraph, second line: replace "pre-bail" with
"pretrial."
88 Fourth line: correct citation for Jones is No. 86-31, slip
op. at 26 (D.C. Sept. 9, 1988).
88 Cross reference to notes 41-42 should be to notes 53-55.
92 Cross reference to notes 103-07 should be to notes 103-
11.
94 Second line: insert "those" after the third word so that
the phrase reads ". . . in addition to those that ...."
94 Cross reference to notes 173-26 should be to notes 173-
226.
95 Sixth line: insert the punctuation and phrase "Berry re-
quired balancing." after "remand in."
99 Cross reference to notes 69-72 should be to notes 77-79.
101 Fifth line: change "condition" to "conditions" and de-
lete the comma after "condition."
101 Sixth line: change "condition" to "conditions."
103 Third paragraph, last sentence: insert "effectively di-
minishing pretrial detainees' fourth" after "Bell as."
107 Cross reference to notes 132-40 should be to notes 148-
54.
120 Cross reference to note 167 should be to note 168.
132 Fourth line, first word: delete "relevant."
136 Second paragraph, seventh line: delete "cert. denied, 429
U.S. 1029 (1989)."
141 Citation should be "480 U.S. at 729 n.**."
ERRATA
148 Cross reference to note 51 should be to note 69.
149 Third line: insert "Cf" immediately prior to "Burnley."
156 Nineteenth line: "affected" should be "effected."
159 Fifth and sixth lines: citation to Transport Workers should
be "678 F. Supp. 516, 549."
159 Seventh Line: parenthetical in cite to Dole should read
"(D.D.C. 1987)."
162 Eighth and ninth lines: delete citation to Caruso.
163 Cross reference to note 135 should be to note 134.
164 Third line on page 155: change "Cf" to "Contra."
164 Thirteenth line on page 155: change "Cf" to "Compare."
165 Twenty-second line: "neus" should be "nexus."
167 First paragraph, first line: insert the phrase "extensive
regulations reduced" at the beginning of the parentheti-
cal accompanying the citation to Washington Township.
167 First paragraph, fourteenth line: cross reference to note
89 should be to note 140.
167 First paragraph, twentieth line: cross reference to notes
159-60 should be to notes 184-85.
173 First paragraph, fourth line: cross reference to notes 85-
87 should be to notes 103-05.
173 First paragraph, seventh line: cross reference to notes
180-83 should be to notes 190-93.
173 Fourth line on page 159: the correct citation for Jones is
No. 86-31, slip op. at 26 (D.C. Sept. 9, 1988).
179 First paragraph, fifth line: cross reference to note 152
should be to note 176.
186 Cross reference to note.93 should be to note 107.
191 Last line: cross reference to notes 194-99 should be to
notes 194-210.
191 Last word: change "notes" to "text."
193 Cross reference to notes 169-91 should be to notes 166-
71.
201 First line: cross reference to notes 142-43 should be to
notes 165-66.
207 Cross reference to notes 10-13 should be to notes 7 &
10.
208 Cross reference to note 184 should be to note 185.
210 Second line: "not" should be "note."
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212 Third line: in parenthetical for Hampson, delete "W.D."
and insert "Wis."
216 Cross reference to note 110 should be to note 136.
216 Second paragraph, eighth line: in parenthetical for Car-
lucci, delete "D.C. Cir." and insert "D.D.C."
217 Cross reference to note 160 should be to note 185.
218 Cross reference to notes 120-31 should be to notes 129-
31.
221 Fourth line: the correct citation for Jones is No. 86-31,
slip op. at 26 (D.C. Sept. 9, 1988).
223 Cross reference to note 125 should be to note 216.
225 Last line: the correct short citation for Jones is No. 86-31,
slip op. at 26.
231 Fourth line on page 172: add "is required" between
"trial" and parenthesis.
231 Last line: cross reference to note 49 should be to note
67.
236 Cross reference to note 203 should be to note 233.





126 First full paragraph, first line: delete "shown/."
126 First full paragraph, fifth line: insert "whether, and
under what conditions," after "determine"; insert "will
be granted" after "pretrial release."
127 First full paragraph, second and third lines: should read
"many difficult legal, practical, and ethical issues had to
be addressed."
127 First full paragraph, beginning of fifth line: insert "were
and" after "human error."
154 First full paragraph, seventh line: replace "affected"
with "effected."
158 First full paragraph, ninth line: replace "affectuation"
with "effectuation."
164 Fifth line: change "releases" to "releasees."
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165 Fifth line: after "objectives," but before period and
footnote reference, add: "while, indeed, legitimate, are
sufficiently important to outweigh the privacy interests
implicated by urine testing."
169 Ninth line: change "releases" to "releasees."
171 Sixth line: change "seem" to "seems."

